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 The film stars Tio Pakusadewo as Tiong, a warrior who is an expert at kung fu. The film was released to mostly negative
reviews. It is his first film to be released internationally. Plot Tiong (Tio Pakusadewo) is a warrior from Indonesia who travels

the world to practice his kung fu. While in Singapore, he gets involved in a fight with two Chinese men that turns out to be more
than he can handle. Tiong then helps a girl named Li (Cecila Rachel Owle) who was mugged by a young man who was her

boyfriend at first. While Tiong has a past with the young man's father, he is later on revealed to be an enemy of Tiong's and
Tiong helps the two defeat him. Tiong is later contacted by a man named Chen Lin-Lin (Max Mee), who asks Tiong to

assassinate a man named Lee Kwan (Chen Hanwei) who was the man that killed Tiong's mentor when Tiong was a child. Tiong
then travels to Malaysia to meet with Chen Lin-Lin. While in Malaysia, Tiong gets captured by a man named Leong Yee-Sin
(Kamal Roychowdhury) who is the owner of a palace. Tiong then teams up with an ex-colleague of his, Wong King-Wong
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(Rahim Nadim) to free his mother, who was being held prisoner by Yee-Sin. During the process, the two confront Yee-Sin, and
they destroy the palace. The two then learn that Yee-Sin has a sister named Yee-Chiu-Chan (Astrid Deraniyagish) who is in
China. The two then travel to China to see her. After arriving, Tiong is accompanied by Wong King-Wong who is a famous

singer, and he finds out that he has also traveled to China as a young man and was accompanied by Yee-Chiu-Chan. Yee-Chiu-
Chan has since been kidnapped by a group of triads, and she is being held captive in a pool. Tiong rescues her. After she is

rescued, she reveals to Tiong that Yee-Sin has put out a contract on her life. Wong King-Wong informs Tiong of this, and they
then 82157476af
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